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Abstract
Window glass breakage in a building fire could change the oxygen supply because of the entrance of fresh air. To investigate the break
behavior of window glass under various rates of temperature rise, a finite element method was employed to solve the linear dynamic
response equilibrium of the system. The Coulomb-Mohr criterion and SIFs based mixed-mode criterion were employed to predict the
crack initiation and growth, respectively. A total of 12 rates of temperature rise were designed from 150 K/s to 0.75 K/s for a centreheated and edges-shaded glass pane. The maximum thermal stresses are located at the shaded part between the hot and cool glass layer,
which is where the cracking is initiated. Under a rapid rate of temperature rise, a smaller temperature rise could result in a bigger dynamic
stress which is then followed by crack initiation. Under a slower rate of temperature rise, the dynamic effect becomes weaker and the
thermal stress can be evaluated using the static method.
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1. Introduction
In a building fire, the glass is heated gradually in the early stage of fire; however, if flashover occurs in a compartment,
the glass is heated rapidly, which could result in a thermal shock. Thermal shock occurs when a thermal gradient causes
different parts of an object to expand by different amounts. This differential expansion can be understood equally in terms
of stress or strain. At some point in time, this stress can exceed the strength of the material, causing a crack to form. If
nothing stops this crack from propagating through the material, the glazing will lose its structural integrity. Glass objects are
particularly vulnerable to failure from thermal shock, due to their low strength and low thermal conductivity. If the glass is
then suddenly exposed to extreme heat, the shock will cause the glass to break.
The problems of glass cracking and fall-out were first raised in 1986 by Emmons [1], and then, some experimental work
was conducted on single glass panes [2-4] and multi glass panes [5-7] under the effect of fire or heat radiation. The
experimental results suggested that the main breakage mechanism for a single pane of glass exposed to a radiant heat source
is due to the thermal gradients between the shaded and exposed regions of the glass. This conclusion is confirmed by Skelly
et al. [8], Shields et al. [4, 7] and other researchers [9, 10]. Some mathematical and simulation work was also performed to
analyze thermal stress growth and distribution [11, 12]. Keski-Rahkonen proposed a model to predict the temperature and
stress fields within a single pane of glass exposed to a radiation source [13, 14]. The development of a more advanced
mathematical model by Pagni et al. [15-17] predicted breakage of single pane soda glass windows due to differing thermal
gradients between shaded and exposed regions. Thermal stresses over the glass panes upon uneven heating in a fire were
investigated and discussed by Chow et al. [11]. Tofilo and Delichatsios [18] considered the importance of bridling stress
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(due to axial elongation) and flexing stress (due to normal deformation) upon the glass by analytical and numerical methods.
However, little experimental or numerical data for rapid heating of glass has been reported.
Thermal shock is always caused by rapid and extreme temperature changes, which is very dangerous for the glass
integrity. Therefore, the objective of this work is to investigate the effect of the rate of temperature rise on the glass thermal
stress building up, and crack initiation and propagation, using a finite element method.
2. Thermal stress and crack formulas
2.1. Dynamic response models
The stress dynamic response model also was employed in our previous study [19], and it is simply stated here. The
equations of equilibrium governing the linear dynamic response of a system of finite elements is [20]:
MU + CU + KU = R

(1)

where M, C, and K are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices; R is the vector of externally applied loads; U, U and
U are the displacement, velocity, and acceleration vectors of the finite element assemblage. The Newmark integration
scheme can be understood to be an extension of the linear acceleration method. It is an explicit method and the most
important aspects are the possibility of unconditional stability for nonlinear systems and second-order accuracy. The
possibility of unconditional stability and second-order accuracy allows the use of a large time step, and the explicitness of
each time step involves no iterative procedure. Therefore, the effective Newmark method was taken to solve the dynamic
thermal load response of glass. For the detailed information, please refer the related publications [19, 21].
2.2. Thermal stress model and crack criterion
A thermal stress model have been proposed in our previous study [19], and it is simply introduced here. Thermal stress is
caused by temperature difference upon the glass, if the temperature rise T(x, y, z) with respect to the original state is known,
then the associated deformation can be considered easily. For glass, the temperature rise T results in a uniform strain,
which depends on the coefficient of linear expansion of the material [22]. The detailed method was presented in our
previous studies [19, 23].
Coulomb-Mohr criterion was employed to predict the crack initiation. Crack occurs when the maximum and minimum
principal stresses combine for a condition which satisfies the following Eq. (2):

σ1
S ut

−

σ3
Suc

≥1

(2)

where Sut and Suc represent the ultimate tensile and compressive strengths. Both 3 and Suc are always negative, or in
compression.
Stress intensity factors (SIFs) based mixed-mode criterion is used mode to predict crack growth in present work. It
assumes cracks start to grow once the following Eq. (3) for the stress intensity factors is satisfied [24, 25].
(

KI 2
K
) + ( II ) 2 = 1
K IC
K IIC

(3)

where, KI and KII are the stress intensity factors for the fracture modes I and II, respectively, which are obtained from the
simulation. KIC and KIIC denote the individual fracture toughness values of the fracture modes I and II.
3. Statement of problem and simulation procedure

3.1. Simulation model of the problem
In building, the window glass is embedded into window frames for fixing, and about 2 cm is shaded by the frame. In case
of fire, the shaded areas are not exposed to the fire radiation directly, therefore, the temperature is lower than the central
region of the glass. The central region of the glass temperature rising is mainly dominated by the radiation from the fires.
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The shaded area temperature rise is caused by the heat conduction from the direct heated region of the glass and the heated
frame. In general, the shaded area temperature rise is smaller than that of the central parts of the glass. At the back side of
the glass, the temperature rise is controlled by the heat conduction rate from the front side and heat convection rate to the
environment. This temperature is smaller than that of the front part of the glass too. The temperature differences between
the shaded part and the uncovered part, between back side and the front side will build up the thermal stress between them
because of its expansion.

E2

1

E1
2

4
5

3

Fig. 1. Glass heated conditions, (a) E1 is exposed fire and E2 is shaded by frame.

Fig. 2. One typical thermal stress distribution of glass just before
crack initiation.

With the consideration of the heating condition of glass in case of fire, one glazing situation was designed to investigate
the thermal stress distribution and crack propagation as shown in Fig. 1. There are two parts for the glass to be considered in
temperature rising, E1 and E2. E1 denote the glass exposed to the fire directly and E2 is shaded by frame. In case of fire
flashover, the temperature of air is rising sharply and causes the glass temperature rising correspondingly. The rapid
temperature rise could cause a thermal stress concentration and possible to make the glass crack. To investigate this kind of
thermal shock effect, 12 kinds of temperature rises of glass were designed to study the influence on glass crack, which are
listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Simulation time step and crack parameters for the designed cases
Temp. diff.
at crack (K)

Max 1
(MPa)

Static
(MPa)

Case No.

Time (s)

Time step (s)

Heating rate
(K s)

1

1

0.01

150.00

0.54

81

75.5

45.9

2

2

0.02

75.00

1.20

90

81.6

51.0

3

5

0.05

30.00

3.30

99

76.1

56.1

4

10

0.10

15.00

7.20

108

81.7

61.2

5

20

0.20

7.50

15.20

114

77.5

64.6

6

30

0.30

5.00

23.40

117

75.4

66.3

7

40

0.40

3.75

32.00

120

76.1

68.0

8

50

0.50

3.00

40.00

120

73.0

68.0

9

60

0.60

2.50

49.20

123

75.3

69.7

10

100

1.00

1.50

84.00

126

74.4

71.4

11

150

1.50

1.00

129.00

129

75.1

73.1

12

200

2.00

0.75

172.00

129

74.0

73.1

Crack time (s)
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Table 2. Glass properties and other parameters used in simulation [26, 27]
Properties

Symbol

Value

Units

9.0×10–6

K–1

6.3×1010

Pa

Poisson’s ratio

0.22

--

Density

2500

Thermal expansion co-efficient
Modulus of elasticity(Young Modulus)

E

Ultimate tensile strength
Ultimate compressive strength
Glass size

kg/m3

ut

7.3×10

7

Pa

uc

7.3×108

Pa

0.006×0.6×0.6

m3

--

Shaded edge width

d

0.02

m

Mesh number

--

2×36×36

--

A glass is an inorganic non metallic material that does not have a crystalline structure. Typical glasses range from the
soda-lime silicate glass for soda bottles to the extremely high purity silica glass for optical fibers. The practical tensile
strength of glass is about 27 MPa to 62 MPa. However, glass can withstand extremely high compressive stresses. Therefore,
most glass breakage is due to tensile strength failure. Glass is weak in tensile strength is because that it is normally covered
in microscopic cracks which generate local stress concentrations. Glass does not possess mechanisms for reducing the
resulting high localized stresses and so it is subject to rapid brittle fracture.
The soda-lime silicate glass is widely used in windows and it is a kind of brittle materials, which is selected in this work.
This kind of glass properties and simulation parameters are shown in Table 2.
3.2. Simulation procedure
The simulation in this study basically follows the method proposed by our previous study [19, 23]. In this method, two
models were employed, one is thermal stress model and another is crack model based on the stress model. In the thermal
stress model, the finite element method was taken to simulate the dynamic thermal stress filed using a Newmark time
integration. And then the crack occurrence is predicted by Coulomb-Mohr criterion. If the crack is initiated, the program
will get into the crack model. In the crack model, five crack growth criterions are provided to predict the crack growth
direction and crack length, where the stress intensity factors (KI, KII and KIII) are calculated. In this work, the SIFs based
mixed-mode criterion was employed. Furthermore, the effects of stress re-distribution due to the crack extension are taken
into account in order to properly estimate the stress intensity factors at an arbitrarily extended crack tip. In order to avoid an
excessive numerical cost, a proper mesh pattern is arranged in the vicinity of a crack tip by refining crack tip meshes. Only
the elements surrounding the tip are refined by a fractal way. With the crack propagation, the refined tip mesh is moving too,
and the ever refined elements back to the original mesh after the crack path through.
4. Thermal stress and crack path obtained by simulation

4.1. Thermal stress distribution
Twelve cases were simulated to investigate thermal shock effect on the glass thermal stress growth. Fig. 2 shows one
typical thermal stress distribution before the stress is big enough to damage the glass. It can be seen that the first principal
stress mainly grows at the shaded edges, where the temperature is always keeping at initial value. The temperature of the
glass central part is rising, and then there is a growing temperature difference between the center and edges. The
temperature difference results in a thermal stress which could break the glass at last. The maximum tensile stress locates at
the four edges and smaller stress locates at the four corners, the center shows a moderate value.
For comparison, one simple way to calculate the static thermal stress is using the following equation [28]:
=E (T T0)
where is the normal failure stress, E is Young's Modulus,
glass temperature and T0 is the shaded glass temperature.

(4)

is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion, T is the heated
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4.2. Dynamic behavior of first principal stress ( 1)
The largest principal stress locates at the shaded edges, and it is growing with the temperature difference increasing. At a
rapid temperature rising, such as 150 K/s (case 1), the stress fluctuates seriously at later stage before crack initiation. The
thermal stresses at point 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Fig. 3(a). It can be seen from Fig. 3(a) that the stress 1 is increasing with
the center temperature increasing. The value at point 3, which is at the edge, is the biggest one and the value at point 2 is the
smallest one. The maximum values are 17.9 MPa, 12.2 MPa and 62.4 MPa at point 1, 2 and 3, respectively. After the
temperature is larger than 360 K, the value at point 3 starts to fluctuate with the temperature rising, and at higher
temperature, the stresses at point 1 and point 2 starts to fluctuate too. This waving is caused by the thermal shock on the
glass, which could cause the glass break at lower temperature difference. When the temperature rises with a slower rate, the
thermal stress growth histories are similar with each others. Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 3(c) show the first principal stress evolutions
with 150 K temperature rise within 10 and 100 seconds, that are case 4 and case 10, respectively. The stress 1 at point 3 is
increasing with the temperature increasing and show some waving behavior at later stage, which is similar with that of case
1. However, the amplitude is becoming smaller and smaller with the heating rate decreasing. The stress behavior at points 1
and 2 shows the same trend with that of point 3. In case 10 the stress fluctuation at points 1 and 2 even cannot be
distinguished anymore, the thermal shock effect becoming to zero. Except the above three typical cases discussed here, the
other cases also were simulated and they show the similar behaviors, and the detailed values are listed in Table 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. First principal stress at given points under a 150 K temperature rise within (a) 1, (b) 10 and (c) 100 seconds, that is case 1, 4 and 10, respectively.

4.3. Crack initiation and crack path
The above analysis shows that the maximum first principal stress locates at the edge between the hot and cool glass parts.
Therefore, the first crack will onset from here, which is improved by the simulations and the results are shown in Fig. 4. The
crack initiation locations are at edge, which may be at top or bottom, left or right. It is because the four edges have the same
value and any of them is possible to crack. The crack propagation and the final paths show some differences. Generally,
they can be divided into three kinds of crack patterns: (1) pass through the center and split the glass into two parts, such as
case 4, 8, 9, 11 and 12; (2) to the center and change to the corner, such as cases 3, 5, 6 and 7; (3) to the center and turn back
to form an island, such as cases 1, 2 and 10. For the pattern 1, the crack starts from one edge center to the opposite edge
with little direction changes, and the path line is smooth. For the pattern 2, the first crack path is similar with pattern 1
before it goes to the corner, and then, it follows a zigzag path line to the corner. For the pattern 3, the crack starts from one
edge and it turn back to the original edge again after a short propagation, and finally forms an island.
4.4. Comparison and discussions
The thermal stress causes the glass break when it is big enough, however, when the temperature rising rate is different,
the thermal stress is different even in the same temperature difference. The 12 cases with different temperature rising rate
were simulated and some key parameters are listed in Table 1. For an easy comparison, the temperature difference between
the hot and cool parts, dynamic first principal stress obtained from the simulation and the static stress obtained from an
empirical Eq. (4) were plotted in Fig. 5. With the center temperature rising time increase, that is the heating rate decreasing,
the temperature difference just before crack is increasing too. This indicates that under a rapid heating rate, a smaller
temperature rise could break the glass. On the thermal stress aspect, with the center temperature rise time increasing, that is
the heating rate decreasing, the trend of dynamic stress is decreasing with some fluctuating. The static stress is increasing
because the temperature difference is increasing. The stresses obtained by two methods are going to closer and closer, which
indicates that at a lower temperature rising rate, the dynamic effect becoming weaker. In case of fire, if the fire developing
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very quickly, such as flashover, which could cause the glass temperature rising fast too, and then the glass is under a bigger
crack risk potential.

Crack initiation
Crack initiation

Crack initiation

(a)

(b)

(c)

Crack initiation

Crack initiation

Crack initiation

(d, h, i, l)

(e)

(f)
Crack initiation

Crack initiation

Crack initiation

(g)

(j)

(k)

Fig. 4. Final crack path of glass under a 150 K temperature rise. (a) case 1; (b) case 2; (c) case 3; (d) case 4; (e) case 5; (f) case 6; (g) case 7; (h) case 8; (i)
case 9; (j) case 10; (k) case 11; (l) case 12.

The first principal stress 1 is a key parameter to predict the glass crack initiation, the value difference obtained from the
dynamic FEM and theoretical calculation is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that with the temperature rising time increasing,
the difference is becoming smaller and smaller. The difference drops from 29.6 MPa to 0.9 MPa corresponding to the
temperature rising rate drops from 150 K/s to 0.75 K/s. It also indicates that when the temperature is below 1 K/s, the
dynamic thermal stress is very close to the static thermal stress, and therefore, the thermal stress can be evaluated using a
static stress under such a lower temperature rising rate. The above analysis shows that under a rapid temperature rising rate,
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above 50 K/s, the dynamic stress response is big and cannot be omitted in the prediction of glass crack. Under a slower
temperature rising rate, the dynamic effect is less and the thermals stress can be evaluated using a static method simply.

Fig. 5. Comparasion between dynamic stress and static stress.

Fig. 6. First principal stress difference between dynamic and static ones.

5. Conclusions

The dynamic thermal stress responses were simulated in this paper using a finite element program. The general linear
dynamic response equilibrium of a system is solved using the Newmark method. The Coulomb-Mohr criterion was
employed to predict the crack initiation and SIFs based mixed-mode criterion was employed to predict the crack growth.
The maximum stress is located at the edge of the glass pane between the hot and cool glass parts, and the stress fluctuates
seriously at later stage before crack initiation. The crack initiation locations are at any of the four edges of the pane. Under a
rapid rate of temperature rise, a smaller temperature rise could result in a bigger dynamic stress, which cannot be ignored in
the prediction of glass cracking. Under a slower rate of temperature rise, the dynamic effect becomes weaker and the
thermal stress can be simply evaluated using a static method.
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